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A special treat to Sculpture collectors this Christmas: One of
David Williams-Ellis 21 figurative sculptures cast in Bronze,
currently being displayed at Portland Gallery in London, his
first solo exhibition in 12 years.

 

Born in Northern Ireland, David Williams-Ellis is one of the
world’s leading figurative sculptors, creating unique life size,
portrait and animal sculptures cast in bronze, silver and
glass. His striking pieces are imbued with colour ranging
from the coldest blues to the warmest ochres, each with a
different meaning.  These highly expressive pieces are the
result of a long period experimenting with patination, they
reflect the ephemerality of life and movement and the artists
passion towards the human figure.

 

The sculptures are frozen moments in Bronze, they express
human emotion as well as human interaction with nature and
the world around us. They are dancing creatures immobilised
by art, a study of petrification of one's moment in time, which
brings mythology and folklore to contemporary art in a
beautifully playful manner. As the award-winning film and
documentary maker Charlotte Metcalf observes in the
foreword to the exhibition’s catalogue “some of his Umbrella
Girls are in hues of blue that suggest the storms they are
battling; others are in crumbly chalk, suggesting erosion and
softening by wind.” Williams-Ellis’s use of patination was
inspired by “the Benin Bronzes and the 2010 Life Uncovered
exhibition” which he saw at the British Museum. Williams-Ellis
loved “the coppery verdigis and deep, flaky reds and yellows
as those West African sculptures came out of the earth”
In addition to enhancing his sculpture with vibrant colours,
Williams-Ellis has also experimented with adding layers of
texture to his figures, and it is this texture that brings such a
sense of life and movement to his work. Many of his figures
are shown to be wearing clothes, and even though these
clothes are made from bronze, they still ripple with life and
movement.

 

The exhibition themed ELEMENTAL ends on the 23d of
December 2014 and it consists of 21 figurative sculptures
available for sale, starting at £16,000.

 

 

'I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him
free.'  Michelangelo
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Available at Portland Gallery, London
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Unique Christmas gift: Stunning Sculptures by David Williams-Ellis at
@PortlandGallery http://t.co/2FkCo8U56n http://t.co/0IZRTzdJwh
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